RUN REPORT RUN 2309.....EVERTON PARK HOTEL
HARES....HANDJOB , EVEN OPTUS & LEECH
If you are having difficulty reading this report it is because it was written with
the Hash supplied pencil . I was tempted to say here it that like the GM , there
was no lead in it but out of respect for his GMness and respect for my piles , I
refrain for doing so.
Small mob turned up but not unusual for the geographically challenged
residents from over the creek . Weather might have influenced some of the
sugar-coated brigade .
Uneventful start down through the commercial centre then across Trouts Rd
and into the wilderness to follow the beautifully concreted banks of Downfall Ck
. OPTUS set himself up at a stepdown in the concrete to warn runners of the
drop-off and this worked well . However , forethought and consideration for
your fellow man can't compensate for youthful exuberance . TINKERBELLE ,
imbued with the insatiable desire to show his fellow man the way , safely
negotiated this obstacle only to fall foul of a concreted stormwater drain outlet
a bit further on . We can just imagine the engineering principles and
calculations being applied as the earth receded beneath his feet and gravity
took effect . It must have all worked as he made a perfect 3-point landing
utilising the palms of both hands and one shin on the edge of the concrete
culvert . VASO and CATGUT were tempted to retrieve the removed skin to
supplement their stocks for the next 12 months .
Once the entertainment was out of the way , the run settled down to safer
street running around Stafford Hts eventually to a RG on Redwood St . The
wherethefukarwe tribe surfaced here but fortunately Scribe was able to deliver
a geography lesson and realign CATGUT's compass . More street adventures ,
CBs , another RG and then we lost BEST AND LESS and CATGUT indulging in a
bit of trail guessing only to meet the rest of the pack as we arrived back at the
pub .
WE all hear about slow news days but the circle took this to a new level . BUGS
on the ice for being a concerned understanding nice type and feeling concern
for the wellbeing of his recently dispersed litter of puppies . Poor OCTOPUSSY
was singled out for getting into somebody elses pants and shoes and being a
previous clothes horse for the catwalk set . LUFTWAFFE and MULTIPLE
CHOICE , where were you when your mates needed you ?
Run ........8/10
Circle......2/10
Food .....Dunno , didn't eat .
On On, BUGS

